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A good newspaper,I suppose, is
a nation talking to himself.

AArrtthhuurr  MMiilllleerr..

Odyssey sounds Greek no more
Odyssey of mind is a prestigious

international educational competitive
program that provides creative 

problem-solving opportunities for students
from kindergarten through college. Having
been introduced in India for the first time ever,
it is a moment of great pride and achievement
for Amity to announce that 17 Amity  teams
(3+3+3+ 2+ 2+ 2+2  AIS Gur 43, Gur 46,
Vasundhra-6, Saket, Noida, Mayur Vihar,
Pushp Vihar respectively) have made the cut to
the world finals scheduled to be held in the 
University of Maryland, Virginia, USA.

Out of many teams that brought laurels to Amity,
we showcase a project on ‘Extreme Mousemobile’
by the students of AIS Saket.
As the mice in the house are becoming smart
enough to befool the mousetrap, making its use re-
dundant, this device has caught the fancy of  a few
intellegentsia of AIS Saket. One of the projects that

followed suit is ‘Extreme mousemobiles’ by stu-
dents of AIS Saket. Students were assigned the
project problem named ‘Extreme mousemobiles’,
which required them to design, build and maneu-
ver cars using the spring energy of the mousetrap

as the only source of power. Students Aditya
Batra, Agrim Sachdeva, Jaikrit Singh, Rudr
Kapur, Shubham Mahajan and Akshay Gupta
set their scientific temper and creative streak on roll
to come up with an unusual theme and out of the

box carts. To capture the essence of the swiftness,
strength and invincibility of each car (using wood)
they chose a Greek God theme,  making one Greek
God patron for each car. According to their respec-
tive functions, each car was designed to represent
the God it was named after. With the motive of ex-
ploring scientific creativity in students, the cars
were required to be showcased in form of a story
with a common theme, meeting six different pa-
rameters/tasks alongside. Check out the carts at bot-
tom with the parameter/ task they had performed.
Spontaneous round: This second round of
competition entailed an unrelated spontaneous
problem that required them to rack their brains and
showcase their creativity. The 5 minute task was
simple in theory and required them to think on the
feet. Each was given 2 straws and they had to make
a total of 35 things using them. Some of the quirky
ones were a ‘a very bad, old alien’, ‘laser vision and
‘viscosity man’, making it to be one of the most fun
aspects of the competition. To know more about
making of the carts log on to 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CLXafNNmf90 G  T

Pro@Project

Deliver something 
Hermes: Carrying on the Greek tra-
dition, the motive of this car was to
deliver marbles after carrying it for
a distance. So, a small box was at-
tached on the car with a door at-
tached to lever of mouse trap. After
traveling a distance, the lever pulls
the door and the marbles are deliv-
ered.  

Jaikrit Singh, XII G

Hit a target
Zeus: Zeus the Greek god well known
as the king of all Gods, had the task of
hitting an object and setting it free
out of a rectangular box, in this case
a ball. The special feature of this car
was a woolen plank which acted as a
pushing mechanism for the ball. It
was the blade of Olympus that saved
the day.

Shubham Mahajan, XII G

Drive through a tunnel
Apollo: It is one of the simplest mod-
els. Its basic function is to go through
a dark tunnel. Steps in-reference to
the sun god. The car has two large
treaded wheels at its rear driving
axle and has a height adjusting front
axle, which helps to accommodate
small obstacles.

Rudr Kapur, XII C, 

Climb a ramp
Aphrodite: The purpose of the car
was to climb a hill and then come
down. To accomplish this, it had to be
fast and lightweight. It was made
mostly of plastic except the mouse-
trap which was of wood. The result
was an agile car which fulfilled the
purpose successfully.

Akshay Gupta, XII D

Raise a flag
Poseidon: The car was so designed
that the mousetrap propelled the car
forward and then the same mouse-
trap helped raise the flag hinged on a
platform on the car itself. 
The flag refers to trident, majestic
flag of the Poseidon, the Greek god of
the sea.

Agrim Sachdeva, XII D

GREEK GODS IN MAKING (L to R) Akshay Jain, Rudr Kapur,
Agrim Sachdeva, Shubham Mahajan, Aditya Batra & Jaikrit Singh

Catapult
Ares: It is the only 3 wheeled, dual
trap powered vehicle that is used to
catapult a small projectile. 
It is the most flashy and impressive
of the six cars that drives 12 feet
with help of one trap and uses the
second to catapult it’s projectile
midway. 

Aditya Batra, XII C

Sidhaant Nangia, VIII D, AIS PV 

Name a subject which has a love
and hate relationship with its
students. Some love it and some

hate it; but no one can ignore it. Well, it
requires no rocket science to decipher
that the subject is none other than ‘Math-
ematics’. Many of us (like me) find
maths boring and difficult subject espe-
cially topics like squares, area and other
arithmetic calculations. But not to worry
as vedic maths is here at your aid to
change the equation for maths to love-
love.  

What is vedic maths?
In ancient times, Rishis had acquired a
deep understanding of maths and re-
garded it as fun and not an unavoidable
drudgery. They had put down their
thoughts in the form of ‘Sutras’. Vedic
maths is a system of mathematics that
consists of a list of 16 basic ‘sutras’ or
aphorisms or word formulae. These 16
formulae can solve problems in all
branches of Arithmetic, Algebra, Geom-
etry, Trignometry and Calculus.
Simply put it is the name given to the an-
cient system of Maths, which was redis-
covered, from the Vedas between 1911
and 1918 by Sri Bharati Krishna Tirthaji,
a scholar of Mathematics, Sanskrit, His-
tory and Philosophy.

Benefits:
�High speed: Vedic Mathematics is 10-
15 times faster than normal Maths.
�A complete system comprising all the
benefits of mental Maths. 
�Cultivates an interest for numbers and

eliminates the mathematics-phobia pres-
ent in the students. 
�Easy to understand, easy to apply and
easy to remember. 
�No finger counting and scratch work
�Increases your speed and accuracy. Be-
come a mental calculator yourself. 

Lets try it:
Example 1 :Multiply a two digit num-
ber with a two digit number-92 x 67
Step 1: 92

x 67

(Mentally) 2x7 is 14; write 4 carry 1;
Step 2: Now multiply crosswards
9x7 +2x6 = 75 +carry 1 = 76; write 6
and Carry 7
Step 3: Now multiply vertically
9x6 is 54, add carry 7 to get 61
Now join both the numbers to get the
final result i.e 6164

Example 2 :Multiply 2376 by 4060
2376

 x  4060
Step 1 : 6x0 = 0; write 0;
Step 2 :7x0 +6x6 = 36; write 6 carry 3;
Step 3 :3x0 +7x6 +6x0 = 42 +carry 3 =
45; write 5 carry 4
Step 4 :2x0+3x6+7x0 +6x4 = 42 +carry
4 = 46; write 6 carry 4
Step 5 :2x6 +3x0 +7x4 = 40 +carry 4 =
44; write 4 carry 4
Step 6 :2x0 +3x4 = 12 +carry 4 = 16;
write 6 carry 1
Step 7 :2x4 = 8 +carry 1 = 9; write 9.
Answer is 9646560
Now isn’t that simple and quick? To get
a hang of it, go ahead and try learning
maths the vedic ishtyle. G  T

Learn maths the vedic way!
Lengthy calculations, complex sums, learning tables are  passé. Vedic maths is all about solving maths with pleasure not with pressure

Vedic Maths 
Multiple ways to solve. Can devise your own ways
Memorise Tables only upto 9
Calculations are generally from left to right 
Calculate mentally
Child learns to reason naturally
Vedic maths is creative in approach
Any age group can solve problems
Math is intutive

Single way to solve a maths calculation
MemoriseTables upto 20 atleast
Calculations are from right to left
Focus on finger counting and scratch work
Algebra is difficult to understand
Maths is complex
Maths is for grown ups
Math has to be taught

Conventional Maths Vs 


